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Editorial

A priori The response by poets, prose writers and artists to fill

these pages has been overwhelming. I only wish we had enough money
to put out two issues with more illustrations. Maybe next annum?

I want to encourage the following people to continue to write Eddie
Murrelle, Alan Atwell, B. J. Banning, Tom Bryant, Betty Weaver, et al.

I received much more poetry than prose. It seems as though modern
poetry is like modern art—anyone can dabble but not everyone is good.

Extending the smile even further, I would note a similar difficulty in

understanding either art nouveau. Randall Jarrell has said that "people

don't understand poetry simply because they don't read it; they're lacking

in practice." He compares reading poetry with watching a football game:

"You have to watch several games to learn what's really going on before

you can enjoy the game. It's the same with poetry." Finally I would
point out one observation on poetic myth, Unicorns do exist. And an-

other, Not all negroes are black, so be careful who you sit down next to.
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chumps
chumps
sans sense

to be
Like so we walk
without a bump

so what
chumps,
so what
difference

looming the same.
lovely 86th Street

proxies
(ladies of lemon hair

and a Jergens' finger)

FORGETTING
for positive nil

of desire

to have front face with
wrinkles.

forget, you
forget you ....

II

Hi Adolph
Hi Eichmann
so what if

so

is improper
improperty
make split

to nil and
return in E
placed
tombstone
in M
(Duty's done)
and you with the nose
migrate
never forget

STUFFED
all stuffed

into Nietzche's
human gods
shammed
and rammed
into self-love

for want of

excuse (universe in

mind)
stuffed

in farced absolutes
truly relative

BOXES
slammed in boxes
stashed in black boxes
worn gray
(eaten away)
by wondrous
gas -Stuart Lennox

III

. . . and Man —
hatten had a project, too

and you with the eyes
disfigurate or

disintegrate

never forget . . .

we love (we love

we love)

love makes
u.s. good but
we . . .

(but THAT was fifteen

years ago, the old days.

people aren't like that,

anymore)
honest,

Ike.

IV
Ike

picked
up
the red
blood
telephone,

a tyrannosaurus
just spat in his

eye
and his wife
didn't love

his ulcer

anymore
Dwight was
clever

he had the

peepulz' Joyce
and his

ulcer is

shaped like

Adolph's head
Ike
picked up
The Paul Revere shot,

bloody, (non gas,

go modern, go electric)

telephone
and
his hands
were still gray
not a stain

and he said

and he said

now you're

cookin'

with gas,

Eich, but
I got

you beat —
I'm not
cooking,

they are.

now,
mushroom.
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Akhough he was not of Italian blood himself,

Rocky Rusk was born and raised in the Bronx
of New York City in an Italian neighborhood.

Rocky went through grammar school, completed

his freshman year in high school, in only three

years, and worked as apprentice to a plumber

for a month or two. At the age of seventeen he

left his family and entered the world alone.

Rock was a big boy who loved to rough it up

once and a while, and loved most of all to have

a few dollars in his pocket. He could remember
his father saying, "Respect money; a pocket full

of money is better than a head full of brains."

Another of Rocky's loves was to be able to spit

m people and shaft the cops. When he was a

Dunk kid, he was spit on so many times and push-

ed around by the bulls so often that he would

give his right arm to be able to be somebody and

make people respect him.

That is the foundation of Rocky Rusk's per-

sonality: tough, not too intelligent, full of grudges,

and ignorant of the essence of the law and prin-

cipal. You could almost say a typical young hood.

All of Rock's qualities were perfect for a

spot on the strong arm team of the docker's un-

ion. He would get the chance to be rough, make
a few skins, build a rep, and shaft the fuzz.

Rocky landed the job after a few months of

loading on the docks and showing his loyalty to

the union and proving how tough he was.

It was a good life; so he was in the jug for a

few days, so he got beat on once and a while.

But what the heck? He had clothes, food, money,

and a lot of people knew who Rocky Rusk was,

especially when the Times printed "Rocky Rusk,

union hood, shot in head by Russian Cabby,"

"Sinister Career Comes to Light." One section

of the article in the Times read: "He was an ape

for the union racketeers, a hood, tough, greedy,

ignorant of the word law or principle."

—Bill Gahm
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DECLINE?

The hate that burns the joy of life

Is of man to fester man,
The loath he has of friends around
Is but of himself he runs to ground

He looks around but does not see,

Hi r mind is young, his soul is eager
Until it is whispered in his ear,

"Just this once, have no fear."

This Once sets up the warmth for rot,

The mind decays, the sou! then follows
Unknowing of the pa fh it runs.

Journeying on for the sake cf fun.

At the wall it stops and looks,

For there is nothing else to do.

"Who whispered," the soul cries out,

"Who directed me on this route?"
"Not I, nor I," they respond
Watching his sink beneath his bonds.

Struggling and cursing he feels a warmth
Flow from chest to lags to brain.

It keeps him thrashing against the all,

His new found strength is, Hate.

—Pete L. Gordon

THE SIMPLE NEED

He handed her th^ bill as he buttoned his shirt. She said nothing;

she si ' there and looked at him and the ten dollar bill in her hand, her

face that of indifference.

She said nothing as she arose and stood in the moonlit window, her
tired body illuminated by the harsh blindness of the moon.

He slung on his jacket and headed for the door with a single good by.

He pau 0] ed the door and said once again: "What's (the matter?
Si tile woman. What do you want me to do besides the ten, say I love you?"

in was 'in :. She heard his footsteps all the way down the stairs.

The door opened and she saw .

i im walking into the night.

"Yes."
— Stan Williams
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THE INTRUSION
There are days,

And this is one of them,
When the Else

is more important

—

must be admitted,
entertained,

made much over
and thoroughly enjoyed,
before vanishing
in its many veils

and in advance of

its lavender fragrance
reluctantly lingering

to try the locks

and the crevices

of our vascillating persons
before being banished
for_ another
long and^busy blank
in our existence.

—Anonymous

LITERARY QUIZ: MODERN POETS

(Pictures on Opposite Page)

1. "But what does it matter? Poetry is

what in a poem makes you laugh, cry, prickle, be
silent . . . Makes you know that you are alone
in the unknown world, that your bliss and suf-

fering is forever shared and forever all your
own." This Welsh poet wrote a "Play for Voices"
(Under Milk Wood), and narratives (A Child's

Christmas in Wales) as well as short stories

(Adventures in the Skin Trade) and beautiful

lyrical poetry.

2. "A sturdy individualist," this poet of the

New England tradition has remained unmoved
by the modern fads and styles in poetry. At the

first reading, his poetry seems quite simple. How-
ever, beneath this . . . the poet himself expresses

it nicely, "A poem begins in delight and ends in

wisdom." "Fire and Ice" and "After Apple Pick-

ing" are two characteristic poems which contain

the nature symbols which are typical of this poet.

3. This poet either delights or is damned by
his audience BUT one thing is for sure—he's not

unoriginal. Friend to sex and enemy to the middle

class this poet is an outstanding lyricist and ex-

perimeter with words. (Whooizit?) A sample of

his work follows:

Springtime is your time, is my time, is our time
Springtime is love time, and viva sweet love.

4. One critic has said of this controversial
poet that "We cannot know anything about The
Centos (this poet's chief work) until we have read
not only everything that . . . has written, but
everything he has read as well." Founder of the
Imagist school, this obscure poet has influenced
Eliot, Hart Crane, (J.B.) Macleish, et al. Un-
fortunately in 1946 he was indicted for treason in
this country. (His politics have not affected the
strength of his poetry.) Even more unfortunately
this brilliant poet has been diagnosed as an "in-
curable psychotic" and committed to an institu-

tion. His most recent volume is Rock Drill, pub-
lished in 1955.

5. Characterized by his fascination with
symbols, strong feeling for the past, and little

feeling of kinship with the masses this poet is

academically obscure. Aside from poetry, in

which he often expresses the inescapable banal-
ity of ilfe, he has written drama (Murder in The
Cathedral and The Cocktail Party) and literary

criticism (The Sacred Wood.) Born in Missouri,
this man became a British subject in 1927 and
was awarded the Noel Prize for literature in 1948.
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WARRING GENES
Two souls, you say, are dwelling in your breast,

O Faustus! And the one would separate

Itself from its companion, you attest.

So you bewail duplicity of fate?

You have my sympathy: your lot is hard —
To be forever striving, shunning ease

In search of life's fulfillment, while regard
For one soul must the other soul displease.

And yet I smile when I contrast your plight

With the mad turmoil which some michief locks

In my well-populated breast — packed tight

With souls as incompatible as cocks!

When Scotch and Irish ancestry must share

When Dutch and such, your struggles can't compare!
— By MEB Feagins

STREITENDE GENE
Zwei Seelen wohnen denn in Ihrer Brust,
Herr Doktor Faustus. Weiter sagen Sie,

Die eine hat bestimmt die grosse Lust,

Sich von der andern ganz und irgendwie
Zu trennen! Solches Klagen muss Mitleid

Erwecken. Schwierig muss Ihr Los sein, da
Sie immer und vergebens streben. Neid
Kami niemand gegen Sie nun hegen. Ja,

Ihr Los ist hart, das geb' ich zu ; jedoch,

Ein Lacheln uberstrahlt mir das Gesicht,

Wenn ich an meine Lage clenke : noch
Bevolkerter ist meine Brust — ganz dicht

Mit Vorfahren ; und wenn Hollander dort

Mit Schotten-Iren kampfen, ach, was fur ein Ort!
MEBF

Curt Victorius's translation

:

Zwei Seelen wohnen. ach, in Ihrer Brust,
Herr Doktor Faust ; Und weiter sagen Sie,

Dass sich die eine von der andern
Ganz zu trennen wiinscht.

Des Schicksals Zwiespalt gilt Ihr Klagelied.
Sie haben meine Sympathie, Ihr Los ist schwer —
Wer immer strebend sich bemiiht.
Hat es nicht leicht sich zu erfiillen,

Wenn folgend einen Zug in seinem Wesen
Er notwendig den andern unterdriicken muss.
Und doch ! Ein Lacheln spiegelt sich auf meinen Ziigen,

Wenn ich die Schwere Ihrer Lage vergleiche mit der meinen;
Ein boser Geist hat einen tollen Streich gespielt,

Als er in meiner Brust 'nen Hahnenkampf entfacht
Von Volkerschaften viel an Zahl ! Wenn Ahnen
Schottischer Geburt und irischer urn meine Seele kampfen
Mit dem Hollander in mir

!

Ihr Kampf ist Kinderspiel verglichen mit dem meinen !
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TWO SOULS
Time comes

and time goes,

and in this passing of time
there are left impressions,

which.

mirrored upon the hall of time
The passing lines of the lives that meet

and merge into one are but as the stars,

but the passing of the souls between the two
are one of those memorials of time,

upon which your two lives stand
for the world to see

to gaze upon forever,

to study, and to hope,

with your inspiration as their keystone
for your life and love will shine as the moon,

out-blazing and stars,

with radiance of your fighting,

misunderstanding
—Stan Williams yet accepting love.

THE BOX
And the student went to the master and

said, "I have attended the University of Many
Scholars. I have studied the books in the
Library of Great Knowledge. I have talked with
men of much learning. I have traveled to lands
afar and searched in many places. But all to no
avail—my peace of mind is yet to be found. Hear-
ing of your wisdom, I come now to you."

The master seeing that the student was locked
in his intellect, handed him a box. "This box
contains what you seek."

The student took the box and held it in his

hands. It felt of wood, and was solid on all sides.

He observed it closely, noting its length, breadth,

and height. He held it to his ear and shook it-

no sound issued forth. He held it to his open
lips. His tongue knew only dry roughness, while
the fragrance was that of the trees. Becoming
anxious, he asked, "How shall I open it?"

"There is a way, yet you must find it," re-

plied the master.
Again the student analyzed the box, seeking

clues, but none were seen. In time the student
grew more and more perplexed. All his efforts

to open the box were void. He was now at the
end of despair.

The master seing this calmly spoke, saying,

"Why do you search the outside? It is inside

what you seek."

It was near midday. The sun shone in full

brightness. The dry grass on the mountain side
bowed before the gentle wind. And in the mo-
ments that passed the words of the master were
re-echoed in the silence and beauty that existed
in this place. Then a smile came over the stu-
dent's face. He handed the box back and said
"I have found what is in it." —Fred Moore
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Correspondances

La Nature est un temple ou de vivants piliers

Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles;

L'homme y passe a travers des forets de symboles

Qui 1'observent avec des regards familiers.

Comme de longs echos qui de loin se confondent

Dans une tenebreuse et profonde unite,

Vaste comme la nuit et comme la clarte,

Les parfurns, les couleurs et les sons se respondent.

II est des parfurns frais comme des chairs d'enfants,

Doux comme les hautbois, verts comme les prairies,

— Et d'autres, corrumpus, riches et triomphants,

Ayant l'expansion des choses infinies,

Comme l'ambre, le muse, le benjoin et l'encens,

Qui chantent les transports de l'esprit et des sens.

—Baudelaire

TRANSLATION OF BAULELAIRE
CORRESPONDENCE

Nature is a temple with pillars tall,

Which live and in strange syllables converse;
Here Man a woods of symbols can traverse,

As from all sides familiar glances fall.

Like prolonged echoes, mingling there beyond
In lengthened shadows where they soon unite,

As vast as night and endless as the light —
The perfumes, sounds and colours correspond.

Perfumes there are, fresh as the new-born child,

Sweet like the oboe, like the prairie green,
— And others, rich, excessive and defiled,

Boundless as the unknown and the unseen,
Like amber, musk, incense and benjamin,
Singing the raptures of the soul within.

—M.E.B. Feagins
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A LARGE-SIZE BUILDING AND I

a large-size building and I

watched

smokey quarter-acre lot

with hole in middle

patient

to receive connection

for brave conception

of a tower

bare

iron-black

spat

from crowded bowels of oblong hole

and

strangers wondered (bored)

through the

all ready-bored round holes

in wooden fence with

POST NO
BILLS

as if he could

and I watched

the godly sparkle

slapped on

masking the

black rigidity of the

spat and pounded steel

counting mud, through hole, to blank shell

and I watched

and went home, up stairs,

all the time telling

my wife that sometime

we'd had to take all our clothes off

to see where our feet

touched the ground

—Stuart Lennox
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RAGDOLL

i :y had been playing in the rocks by the
for se /e tal hours. Her brothers and

sre all at school now and would come
res, but Nancy was too young yet

to be required of her so she
afternoon in these mossy rocks.

i different world that she and her
- e - a world in which dreams are

Lity. Houses and streets, tables and
rked by the rocks, some being at

I as Ni trey herself and others only
lebbls ' a a child's foot. There was

Le of rocks that Nancy particularly liked.

house she most often chose and the
dch she and her dolly held tea party

y. They would carry water and
a inaes even the milk that was cooling up from

aouse and use flat rocks for dishes. One
trite delights was to sit in their city

l the hill and looking out over the minia-
.. they would sip milk and nibble

s the time of day in the idle

t city folks do.

: N ncy tired of the rocks and wandered
y ing. She stooped and swished, her

'.rough the gurgling water as it bubbled
, 'daddy crawfish caught sigh f

1 swiftly backed into his shadowy hiding
] "'ing a trace of murky water which soon

as a minute part of the spring bed joined

al movement downstream. A tiny blade
u tht in the water, passed under Nancy

he leaned over to see another Nancy—a Nancy
"cring blue eyes and flowing hair and a

iring sparkle of a smile mirrored in the

The grass blade fascinated her
aped between stones and fell with the water

Then in a quiet place in the

;aw it touch a wet rock and hang on
by i

: • one end, then by an entire edge, but
le edge broke away from the rock and
Lit in a wide arc leaving the barest tip

. frantically to the rock. For a breathless

\\ i. hung there quivering, then it broke
and the current claimed it again. On and

on she followed the blade while it fought one bat-

another against the stream always sur-

in obedience to a stronger power
hat groundless blade of .grass know of

iple of nature that had it at its command.
Nancy know of it either, but as the

rode the current Southward, she went South
i it.

In time the little girl and her doll traveled
1 a way from home and had gone beyond

the places that Nancy could remember having
aeen with her daddy and brothers. Up ahead of

i i frog jumped from the damp banrt in antici-
pation of her arrival. Birls flew amongst the
trees of the wood which bordered the cool spring.

Nancy walked still further. She was cross-
ing a ford over the ever-widening spring when
she noticed that the bank sloped away to a shady

. of land beside her spring, and seeing it she
jumped from the ford and started towards it. So
little sound had she made that the little Negro
girl playing there in the shadows hadn't realized
her presence. It wasn't until Nancy, coming too
the clearing's edge, gave a startled cry at seeing
the strange girl there, that she looked up.

For an awkard minute nature's silence resigned
he clearing and neither girl moved, but

than the little Negro girl, feeling her place for
play had been invaded, looking sidelong at the
offender asked, "Who yo' is?''

"Nancy," came the quick anwser, "My daddy
has a farm on that hill over yonder," she said and
as she pointed back the way she had come, she
taw how really far it was. "Who are vou 9 "

"Maggie."

"You live near here?" Maggie motioned sul-
lenly towards a path that led back into the woods.

"What yo' come here fo'? Yo' lost?"

"No. I'm not lost. I was just walking. There
was a piece of grass in the water and " She
oke off here and stared back at the enemy who

was still in the shadow of a great big sycamore,
as Nancy stood in the sun it caught the spar-
her tiny blue eyes. The eyes looked deep into

the shadows where a pair of dark eyes glowed
out their darker sockets, to meet them. Slowly
he dark eyes narrowed until the mouth below
m opened in a smile showing an even greater

expanse of white now obliterated on a face drawn
into smiles. The two little rhrls broke into self-

acting giggles and fell to talking and playing.

That the girls had much to share is obvious
a= a child's curosity. Maggie answered a
thousand questions about the clearing where she
played. She showed Nancy her house at the
trunk of that sycamore, a pool in the spring where
she waded, a house in the tree made out of a
couple of dismantled crates, and even a hiding
place in the edge of the woods where her trea-
sures were kept.
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"Dig them up." Nancy begged. And so one
by one the fetishes were unearthed, and one by
one Nancy was handed a bottle cap, an old key,

a too short length of a dime store key chain, and a

wad of paper that contained a tooth and a copper

penny.
Nancy reciprocated with tales of her rock

houses and tea parties. She was telling Maggie
about her favorite doll when she remembered
that she had brought it with her, and fetching the

plastic-faced'doll she thrust it at Maggie for her

Lo see.

"She she' is purty."

"Where's your doll, Maggie," Nancy pried.

"Oh, I ain't got no doll like yo does."

"Don't you even have one doll?"

"I said I ain't go no doll, didn't I?"

Nancy knew better than to go home without

her newest doll, and even though she would have

given her to Maggie she suggested instead, "Why
don't we make you a doll, Maggie? I've made'em
before with an old rag and some straw and a

little bit of string. Do you have any rags?

We'll make you one."

"Yeah," Maggie called, for she was already

started up the path toward the tenant hut that she

called home, and then she stopped dead in her

tracks only long enough to question, "Yo' wait?"

And then she lit out up the trail. She found her

mother stirring clothes in a pot full of boiling

water and put up a rukus 'til her mother left

the pot, to tear off a piece of flour sack, and shooed

her youngin' off to the spring again

Maggie burst into the clearing where Nancy
had collected soft blades of grass, broomstraw, a

straight stick and a small rock. They wrapped

the rock with limber shoots of broomstraw and
bound them together with more limber shoots
so that the free ends stuck out in the same direc-

tion. Adding more lengths of broomstraw, this

time the stifi'est stalks, padding it occasionally
with loose blades of soft green grass, and binding
this bulk at appropriate places for a neck and a

waist, letting the loose ends that would have been
legs, flare under the flour sack dress, they formed
a rough resemblance of a doll. Now Maggie
held her doll away from her and looked at her
well.

"She's nigh purty as yo's. I gonna call her
Nancy." Nancy reached out and tore a loose

piece of cloth off the doll's skirt. Maggie went
on admiring her doll. It was then that she heard
her daddy's whistle piercing the woods and she
froze. Grabbing her own artificial-faced doll she
ran toward the spring but before she left the

clearing she looked at Maggie, and in that instant

the two girls were strangers. Without a word
they parted.

Nancy ran back up the spring bed and clearing
the woods, she stepped out into the open pasture.

Her o'dest brother spied her and lifting her into

his arms carried her breathless little body back
up the hill to the house.

That night Maggie wedged in beside her two
sister- and slept clutching her new doll in a

bed that was too small for any one sister. Up-
stream, Nancy, having been severely reprimand-
ed fcr wandering off into the woods, had been
sent to bed. She had fallen asleep with that piece

of flour sack tucked in her palm.

—Jane Allen
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SEE?

Ah was out walkin,

see?

An Ah seed dis big moon.

See?

So ah sed

HO!

Big Moon:

whatehoo dooen,

hangin dere

An dat moon

like dat?

he donn say

nuthin.

An you noe why?

Hell Man:

Moons can't talk.

—Charley Finwick, IV
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There is that which is in all life

It neither comes, nor goes
But always remains
If I am asked where it is

I will close my eyes
And show its way
For it exists not in a place
And is nowhere to be found
It is the flower in the maiden's eye
It is the rock on the river bottom
It is the blue in the sky above
Yet if you look it cannot be seen
In trying to find it one is lost

For direction there is none
And it leads nowhere
Though it holds the way ever before
Ask not of its being
Nor seek its path
For it is called TAO
And there is no question concerning it

Neither is it the answer of any.

—Fred Moore

LUST FOR LIFE
(based on the life of Van Gogh)

Let me commune, even to myself,
The simple, undeniable existence of nature.

Its very form unleashing pain;

A crying confusion; a compulsion to extract

The most elemental truth

—

So elemental that there is no art delicate enough,
To transmit its radiance.

The force is so intoxicating that the innermost
Passionate agony can't be lustful enough.

I take each veil of lucent light, each pastel

Petal, each breath of breeze,

And withdraw deep, while clutching each image,
Into the innerfold of me.
Where, at last, I find the truth

In utter solitude.

—Bill Stein

A BIRD I WOULD LIKE TO
UN-INVENT

I, for one, think that pigeons are
The most accurate of birds by far.

From rooftops several stories high
They seldom miss a human eye
Or balding head or shiny nose.

For a little bird he surely knows
How to avoid the cleanliness code.
Won't someone invent a pigeon commode?

—Howard Krakow
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Remember when
we will finded
old Granny's bi-specs

gleaming out
under the

reading books?
Well, I shall pushed
The wide ear
up on one
puncturing St. Paul's
spire

but you
won't think
to believe fannyistic wild
such.

and thou shalt

relished

euphemoric fortune cookies

And So
soup because
founded in mush poison
Chorch!, Sam,
giggle and
yous will did you
fap!

(shall corked it and bang, nix)

THE NIGHT MUST NOT CEASE

Listen!

It was the wind you heard;
The wind flowing through the tamarack
Rustling the needled leaves
like the falling of winter rain.

O beautiful symphony!
Look!
There at the cloud's fringe
The moon, nude to the night,
Smiles to the shivering larch
Then veils its face
With a passing scud.

Feel!

The excitement of the night
Ripples in every cricket's call

And your heart sings,

O winds! O clouds!

O wonderful world!
The night must not cease
Or beauty dies.

—Ken Layton

COMMENTARY AND PREFACE:
(As dictated)

People seem to be either pessimistic, hopeful, or
confused about the future history that they as a body
will make. Will it be no history and no body, disfigur-

ed history and disfigured bodies, or glorious history
and happy bodies. Oh what? I think that it is definite-

ly — uncertain. Here is a general picture of the most
pessimistic and the most probable outcome. This poem
is primarily a verse job, that is, it should be read mainly
for the feeling. I suggest that it be read slowly in an
attempt to understand the meaning of each phrase, with
each phrase leaving an impression in the form of a
feeling.

Now, there are a few items in here which are defi-

nitely alien to any dictionary but these are constructed
on the same basis as most poetry is written; expressions
of the poets ideas, emotions, and attitudes in both brev-
ity and clarity — things which when combined cannot
be explained away in prose or speech. It is the poetry
of a poet which loses his (freudian) repressions, or

at least helps to.

Of course, there is a great deal of symbolism which
the reader must cope with, and if he hangs on to the
general feeling he gets — no matter what it is or even
if it is no feeling — when reading a symbolic word
such as "St. Paul's," the reader is on his way to under-
standing the phrase, (in this case, "up on one punctur-
ing St. Paul's spire") and from there on to catching the

feeling of the verse and consequently that of the poem.
Through another more careful reading, ideas and atti-

tudes can be seen, or so the poet hopes.

By the way, the verb tense is in the future past,

a new one but effective to point out the fact that this

is a dialogue written now of the future dialogue about
the then past (not past perfect) but now future. The
first person in this (poem) is the world body.

—S. L.

ANSWERS to quiz

1. Dylan Thomas
2. Robert Frost

3. E. E. Cummings
4. Ezra Pound
5. T. S. Eliot
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AND SO GOES OUR LOVE

The cloud drifts slowly by
blocking out the sun
and spreading a shadow over the land,

bringing with it a wind.

At first only slight,

the wind whistles faster and faster

as the cloud grows darker
and the shadows grow larger.

And then the jagged lightning,

and then the dull roar of heavenly cannon
and then drops of water,

and the wind whistling louder and louder.

Now the full fury of the storm hits

and breaks upon the land,

swaying trees in its path
and making ragging torrents out of small streams.

And the trees stand still

and the clouds part,

and the sun perches in the middle of the blue,

as the rainbow arches over it.

And so goes our love.

—Stan Williams

POEM

I died of living today
In a barn loft, so thick

In dust and straw and amber sunshine
It was hard to breathe — sweet, earth-warmed communion.

I held to warm, rough hands
All brown and slender.

They were young hands. They were eager.

They gave love easily. —Rise, Sally Walker.

I echoed — if eyes
May echo — with wide, blue gaze
An unspeakable speech
Of black, slant embrace — holy, hate-free gifts.

—Robin Holland

IN THIS, OUR SECOND YEAR OF WAR
The times beckon and demand the strength of each hand
Lost are we to the other, unless reserve of self is denied.

Fashioners of THE QUAKER are not remiss
Copper for the printing plates was allocated to the missle race
Individual photographs will not appear this year

Identity, after all, but small pittance in this time of war
Impersonal as proletariat Blatz beer
The atom does not discriminate

Persnickey fallout is another hallucination

—Bill Stephens
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man-o -war cay

the sun shone through the dark green foliage

creating mystical patterns on the velvet white sand
palm trees fanned by the wind rustled with a melancholv air

caressing the rear of the oceans waves
the whispering of incoherent little birds

lulled the atmosphere
creating a quixotic bell air.

bulging white sails buffeted the wind
as sleek little boats plyed their way through the

turbulent blue water
Scudding their unseen courses

loose vapory clouds driven by the wind
swirled mystically

fantasy was in the sky

as the sun sinks into the extinguishing biue sea

its rosaic arch lies dwindling in the turbulent

blue bowl
—John Bell

when the one you love leaves you

you don't know what to say

to leave is to falter

to die is despair

life never ends
wander walking
ever listless life goes on
life ever after

life goes on never ceasing

the door squeaks
the birds begin to sing
chirping in the meadows
life ever after

laughter
the pain slowly sets in

the feet walk away
the lonely cry echoes ever after

you and I never wandering
never ceasing to hope
only to die

to run
to leave

to hope
to die

to love and lose so sad
a crushed dream
a broken heart
to love forever after
the footsteps slowly trudge away

to

live

happily
ever

after

SNOW
Drifting white and silent

Through the crystal air,

Touch kiss caress
The face of farmland fair.

Know each stalk of stubble.

Cover naked field.

Gird each strong brown branch
With silver plate and shield.

Rush not through the ether.

Linger yet awhile,

Then kneel to lift the lowly road
To a celestial file.

—H. Ross Gustafson

-Nibur
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I

See! Tufts of cotton.

Yes —over there. But tell me
Who threw them so high?

Dogwood blossoming,
Seems as snow upon a limb.

True! It is most cold.

The grass is blue

The sky is green
Standing on my head, they seem

Dawn rolls over hill

;

Sun cleans silent, dark night
from sky

:

Once more brightness reigns.

Flapping wings stir air.

Gray sky makes dull, bleak
backdrop.

Winter is now here.

Fog clothes distant view.
Keeps from eyes what Nature made

—

Soon will lift for me.

—Bob Foster

Sylvan Stream

The silver-green stream
Plays leap-frog over the scattered stones
And the dark shades
Of speckled trout
Hang motionless in the gushing torrent
As the crisping oak leaves
Sparkle in the sifted moon glow
In their erratic spiral

To the waiting water
And are swept on
To an unknown destination.

—Ken Layton

II

A wisp of gray smoke:
'Tis just as the lives of men

—

At first seen — Then where ?

Swamp with murky self.

Singing bird on dead cypress.
In ugly things — beauty.

Black crow calls warning

—

Little birds heed not his cry.

Plump grain is too good.
**

Leaf green, sky blue fuse.

This point is what all men seek:

So simple, yet elusive!

Birdsong: matin of day;
Cricket concert: herald of night

—

So much falls between.

Graveyard on green hill

Appears serene in twilight.

Do they know I watch?
—Bob Foster
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MEMORIES OF
PRINCE ALBERT'S MEMORIAL

How awkward, conspicuous,

And insanely ridiculous

He sits in full view of a nation.

His chamber —a funhouse,
A gift from his own spouse,

Thus he sits in dumb resignation.

Byzantine and Doric,

Egyptian and Gothic
All put together in snatches

;

Post lintel with arches
And countless, bold friezes

Stuck here and slapped there in patches.

Prince Consort they called him

;

All loved him who knew hm.
Now in humiliation and shame
He sits there unhappily
An architectural calamity
That sadly disgraces his name.

—Robin Holland

FABIAN'S PHILLIPPIC
"Do not invoke the wrath of God."
The insidious prophet

of

i

1

m

t

able ignominy
Harangues his black nuance

to all who will attend.

Love Him that hurts you
in order that you not offend,

Or God is not with you
And you lack

—

integration??!

!

—Ed Glass

The Creation

This earth, with all its sunsets and rains and light,

Once had no life, no beauty of day and night-
Only a fog of blackness luring all to sleep

Into a dark abyss, so dark, and wide, and deep,
There was no width, or height or depth to be seen.

And in this horror, there live a lone and thoughtful man,
Whose mind surged with ideas, on and on and on it ran.

There must be hope for all, his heart cryed out!
And with his powers, he rose and looked about.
I am God, he said, and this must not be.

Darkness is lonely and could not be right,

So he threw his arms and cryed, "Let there be light
!"

And on this abyss came such light, that God himself
shut his eyes.

"But no! This beauty must be seen, oh my sun, Arise!
Make such beauty so lovely that all can see.

The horror of blackness has faded away.
Live and be loved in the brightness of day!"
The stars blinked with joy, the heavens blazed,

Then bowed their heads, for God be praised!

—Cindv Modlin
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MY TRUE LOVE

Thou vision of beauty which art my life

I think of you when dreaming.
Your wonderous image fills my nights
And I find I awaken screaming.

My damsel fair has hair of black.

It's silken strands flow down her back.

But ponder closely what I've said

For she has none upon her head . . .

Just flowing gently down her back.

I hear her speak and I obey.
Her wish is my command.
But all's not done for love alone
Although I think her grand.

Yet grand she is I must admit
For she's almost eight foot two.

And many's the time I can recall

When she pounded me black and blue.

—Howard Krakow

ODE TO A STEAM ENGINE

From the tip of your stack
To the base of your frame,
You are a symphony of precision.

Thundering across the plains

Or chuffing through a mountain pass,

Your huge wheels beat a tattoo of power.

Once you were the power,
The finest machine on earth.

You rolled the freight
And carried the passengers.
You were praised by all men
As being the prime mover.

Today you rest in a locomotive graveyard,
Waiting for the men with the torches.

Your fires are dead forever and
Your wheels will never move again,
But to me you are still the finest machine.
To me you are still the prime mover.

—John McVicker

LOVE
Love is like a never-ending river;

Flowing into deep pools of mystery

;

Quietly trickling over the small

stones in life

;

Roaring over the pit-falls in

understanding

!

Meandering through the valleys

of life,

Love touches all things around it

And bright blooms arise everywhere.

Oh but that river can become a
piercing scream

;

It can rush too fast and destroy,
Leaving devastation and sorrow in

its wake.
Sweet water of life, let me capture

your strength
And damn it within my heart.

You are too wild for a troubled
soul!

—Dianne Swaine
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THE EVOLUTION OF ABSOLUTE KNOWLEDGE
I

Of three rays of whitened light

My eyes perceive but one.

And yet that petaled beauty sight

Expelled the fading- sun . . .

II

Then the light of Creation glows.

In every fiberous stem
Nature's toil and labor shows
The inate totality —God's diadem . . .

Ill

Then darkness reigns.

And from internal vibrant strings

A pulse is beat . . .

the mind disolves,

and focused on a trembling reed

the Truth evolves ....
an image nearly full,

(yet prematurely bom)
fades too soon - - -

And melts at the feet

Of a stifling heat.

And a deadening sound
Erupts from the ground
To liven the beat
Of the maddening feet . . .

Of "realitv."

—William P. Stein

Following are such as was said by Dido as she viewed her funeral pyre:

The many moments
of tenderness,

The exotic ways
of love,

That I shared with him
who is gone

Are now only
memories.

The gods give,

the gods take awav.
Why fate must I

suffer?
Could I not have

joy dvorced from sorrow?
My body aches

for
The gentle caresses

of his hands.
My soul flames

from
The thought

of his kisses.

His magnetic lips

the orifice

To moments
of untold rapture

Are now crone

from me.
—Alan Mabe

'/
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But All In Vain

The hoarv spirit

Called Life
Struggled, bucked, kicked.

Fought the satanic ghost
That dared
Reduce man, mighty man,
To dust, to clay,

To the infinitesimal.

To nothingness,
But all in vain.

For Clotho had spun,
Lachesis had measured.
And now Atropos' shears
Cut on the dotted line

And melanic death
Claimed the prize.

—Ken Lavton

ADMITTANCE

Once was a heart filled with joy.

It was a child's heart then.
Now that heart's heavy laden,

Mature and full of sin.

—Marianne Lancaster

TO BARBARA
Somewhere in the regions of Heaven
The decision was given
That we two should be parted,

That I should die broken hearted,

That I should lose you forever.

Then your parents said that never
Again could I see thee
And my heart broke within me
Like a wave upon the shore
To mend nevermore.

—Mickev Colbert

When did it happen
No one can really tell

When God created heaven
And man created hell.

—Marianne Lancaster

MORNING
The ebon shadows blush
As the Eastern orange
Draws back the quilt of the paling night.

The rouged lips of morning
Arouse the slumbering world
With a gentle smile and a loving kiss

And the yawning earth stretches,

Shaking sleep from drowsy eyes,

To welcome the aurora with a Verry's song.

—Ken Layton 1
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Slowly slowly slowly

so very slowly does the hurt,

that awful empty feeling of a hurt
creep in under the touch shell of skin,

slowly piercing to the bone,
and into the morrow,

into the very heart and depth of love

does the hurt penetrate,

leaving a scar so small that no one can see it,

but inside causing damage and rot

does the hurt slowly spread,

and then it reaches the love,

surrounds it and throws up a siege,

and slowly,

so very slowly

drowns it out in a flood of pain.

—Stan Williams
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The Choice
I have chosen Life,

Finally, and then with Faith.

It is my choice,

Not right or wrong,

Nor the voice of dreams.

The ghosts of golden men and gods

Slept a time too long

Upon my day.

I have chosen Life,

While If and When
Have flown away
And left my being.

Roberta Davies
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The Bomb
I'll never know my child's sweet kiss

Upon my young, cold brow.

I'll never know the touch of age

For I am dying now.

I'll never feel the ocean's breeze

Whipping through my hair.

I'll never see Rome's dying sun

For I shall not go there.

I'll never have a wedding day

Or walk into a church.

I'll never find my rainbow's end,

And I can never search.

I'll never share a friend's small joke,

Or run along the wind.

And only moments shall I live

And never see my friend.

I'll never cheer my nation's gains

Or sing my country's song.

But I shall know this bomb's dead touch

—

Oh God, it takes so long.

Lane Norman

To What End
To what end
Does all madness lead?

Dying? Passion? Hell and Eternity?

The waves of lust are powerful
Their push and pull too strong

The undertow of reason

Is often washed o'er

With more vivid visions of false beauty.

The fog of ghosts in love and past history

Hiss across forbidden rocks

Solid stands of eternity

Against an endless skyline

—

Diane Swaine
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Good Ole Willie

I've heard that it's in vogue this year

To compliment one Bill Shakespeare

So, hoping that I'll not offend

I'll merely say "No comprehend."

While I recall his works immortal

I make much more of baby's chortle.

Though England claims him her great writer

I wish the world one writer lighter.

Krax



Allegory Of The Conflict
When Time's Eternal hand
Shifts Destiny and Mortal sand

Through cold and lined palm,

Man feels a crease

That parts times past

From time to come.

Then, Time turned Mortal, 'till

Wide stanced Instant stood

Pressed hard against that musty wall.

Half on her knees, half in her haggard shawl

Of faded hue, she hid.

Wild-eyed Insanity she seemed;

With iron links disassembled

From their tempered ring

Left still embedded in the wall,

Now dangling from her rigid arms
Thrust forward, as if to guard

A naked ear from echoes

And purge infernal Fear.

The harsh vows ceased

And silence reigned

Wherein the moment drew a tear

To calm her humble soul

Against the pity and the fear

Oft' incurred as Death draws near.

Bill Stein

Haiku
On the other side

They glare and watch with sad eyes

And unbalanced minds

A nice girl smiling . .

.

Seated beside a red rose . . .

An unwholesome thought!

Lovely . . . the sound of

Pattering raindrops upon
Our old tin rooftop.

Gay carnival lights

Announcing to the whole world

Thrills and poverty . . .

Linda Byrd James
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THE GIFT OF LOVE
Once I had a beautiful pearl necklace. The

pearls had singular beauty and worth and were

given to me one at a time by my parents. Dur-
ing the years I spent at home my parents gave

me the pearls individually, but not until I was
able to understand and accept the actual worth
of each. These pearls were honor, loyalty, duty,

faith, charity, respect, conviction, tolerance, re-

sponsibility and honesty.

The pearls were of uniform size and I found
each one beautiful and of real value to me as I

examined it. Their purpose in giving me the

pearls was to prepare me as best they could for

the time when I would leave them and begin to

lead my own, separate life. They tried, by giv-

ing me one pearl at a time and explaining the

significance of it, to make me the best person

they could.

When all their preparations were completed

and the day of my departure had arrived, they

gave me a velvet box, my individuality. Lifting

the lid I found honor, loyalty, duty, faith, char-

ity, respect, conviction, tolerance, responsibility

and honesty strung together as a necklace. They
explained to me the significance of my necklace

in terms of the individual worth of each pearl.

Then they impressed upon me the importance

of keeping all the pearls together on the string.

I was not to separate any of them from the oth-

ers because, although each pearl was beautiful

and worthy in itself, its beauty was enhanced

and its worth increased by the presence of the

others. This was my identity on a string, and as

long as I didn't break the string, take one pearl

away from the others, I could wear my individ-

uality around my neck or carry it in a velvet

box.

Cushioned in the center of my necklace was
the final gift from my parents, another beauti-

ful pearl, much larger than the others. It could

be attached to the necklace and kept or detached

and given as a gift from me to the best person I

found. This last pearl was love. They did not

caution me more. The large pearl was only to

be given to the most deserving, the best person

I found.

So I left my home that day carrying the vel-

vet box, prepared to present my identity to the

people. I met. But, for a long time I kept the

necklace in the box under my pillow because I

found no one who was interested in my identity.

One day, though, I met someone I thought

was a man. We talked a great deal and as we
talked I found that he was interested in my
identity. I told him about my necklace. He
seemed very interested in it and asked me many
questions about it. Then he asked if he might

see it. One night I wore it for him. He thought

it was beautiful, examined each pearl, comment-
ing on its beauty and asking what it was. He
said it was charming. He seemed to understand

the beauty and actual worth of each pearl.

I thought he was wonderful, the best person

I'd met. But I wanted to be sure. I took off the

necklace and broke the string, taking off one of

the pearls, taking it away from the others. I

offered him this small, round pearl, honesty. He
accepted it quietly, thanking me with his eyes

and his knowing smile. He had accepted honesty,

willingly, but only after I had offered it.

Then I told him about the larger, more beau-

tiful pearl that was still in the box under my
pillow. His smile was warm and he nodded his

head in understanding.

We went to get the larger pearl and I offered

it to him. His hand closed gently over mine hold-

ing the pearl. I knew he was the person who de-

served the pearl. With the acceptance of my
pearls he knew that I had broken into my iden-

tity and given him the best part of it.

We parted then, he with my gift of love and

I with his understanding in return. But I was

foolish, I found. I did not really understand the

worth of each pearl then. I had not been able

to gather the wisdom and experience that years

of keeping the necklace whole would have pro-

vided.

He is gone to gather other pearls. I am left

with only the broken necklace, knowing now
he was not the best man, but a swineherd, unde-

serving of my gift of honesty or, still greater,

love.

Karen Baldwin
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David

David smiled at me from within
And I quietly walked from the building

Into the early winter.

A leaf fell

And was crushed

Dissolved into the earth

and
A tree grew there

A tear in my eye fell

And moistened the ground
and

A tree grew there

A vague ritual I guess—to sit and talk of the dead
With selfish tears dry on our faces

But most do and we weren't exceptions

Now his body is under, but his soul

Is still around—scattered.

We that knew him have it.

From within david smiles at me
And my eyes laugh

I remember him and won't soon forget.

Walter M. Crump, Jr.

The Bridge

The bridge support divides the street in two,

Just as the heart does in its bringing forth

and releasing of the body's vital blood.

The street brings people into the city with
the pulse beat of the morning dawn,

Releasing again at twilight the city's life-

giving substance.

There is an air, an aroma of love, happiness,

and warmth,
Surrounding the city and making it glow with

splendor throughout the morning and
afternoon hours.

At night though, there is a coolness of loneliness

Which the street cleaner feels as he walks

along the almost abandoned streets.

But again with the reawakening of dawn
Life begins to flow through the veins of the

city as before.
,

Nibur
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nrappe
Courage—courage . . . take that and more. But

that's only flattering myself. Cowardly? No

—

I'm no coward. That silly John Teely was a

coward. Ran from the boys at school—looked so

frantic and his nose was always running—not

like him at all . . . mustn't think. I know what's

right to do— what's right— right— serves her

right—damned self-sufficient . . . like to see her

face—ha! ha! But no—I'll be dead—dead? won-
der how it will feel—good, maybe—Dad looked

pinched and sad—wish I knew—Socrates wasn't

afraid—how? why? If only things were differ-

ent—all her fault—I gave her everything she

wanted—I gave her my life—youth . . . damned
red light—why do / always get the red lights?

Ought to drive right through—stupid animals

—

stopping for a silly red light—Pavlov—Oh Hell,

it's easier to do it their way. Come on most in-

tellig;nt of animals, see if you can steer between

the little white lines . . . Magnificent man!!

Sound oh ye trumpets for magnificent man

—

ruled by a little red light. Or quit blowing your

horn. I'm going—rushed all my life—now I'm

taking my own sweet time—always hated peo-

ple who blow horns—someday I'll write a book

about . . . but no, I'll be dead—someday? That's

a laugh—someday. Martha will cry—I can see

her now—how many times have I seen her

—

snivelling . . . WATCH WHERE YOU'RE
GOING! Idiot. Some people can't drive. Some
people can't do anything right—that's what Mar-
tha said—not my fault—I gave her money

—

that's what she wanted, wasn't it—now she'll be

happy—she and the kids—the house—her car

—

all alone—chief boss like old Rossman with his

cigar and red face—like a ripe plum . . . wish I

had a plum tree on the place—had one on the

farm when I was little—ah, almost there—sign

ahead—DEAD END. That's a laugh—irony

—

someone will get pleasure anyway maybe . . .

some sadistic do-gooder with his "tsk-tsk" and
head shaking—used to come here with Martha

—

lots of fun—hated life for years—everything she

wanted—all for her—nothing for me To what
do I attribute my success, they said . . . Bad luck

maybe? slavery? pain? misery? "Life is real, life

is earnest, and the grave is not its goal." Damned

Page Eight

sentimental idiot. A dead weight—that's what

it is—a dead weight dragging you down—rip-

ping you apart—screaming in your ears—night-

mare. Oh, Martha . . , why? Why couldn't it

have been different—so beautiful that first time

I saw her—so soft and so feminine—how does

that line go?
—

"As soft and as pink as a nursery"

. . . the girl that I married
—

"she wore a gar-

denia in her hair"—But it didn't last long—wilt-

ed, brown, rotten—she's torn me apart—gave

her what she wanted—money—used the kids

—

she's happy—I've worked and slaved for her

—

let them choke on the money—she drove me

—

now I'll be even . . . I'm free and she's trapped

—

all alone . . . alone—OH MARTHA—I did love

you once . . . Getting near—how long will I fall

—think—feel . . . Doesn't matter , . . Can't back

out now—simple—all I have to do is push my
right foot down—that's all—can even close my
eyes—coward—but I will close them anyway

—

I'm free—Martha's trapped. Now she says she

wants love and home life—it's too late—should

have spoken sooner—told me what she wanted

—

she's trapped—I'll be free in my crumpled car

—

on the rocks—PEOPLE?—what are they doing

there? Go away! Go away all of you—you're not

supposed to be there—I had it all planned—all

planned—please go away—I can't stop now.

Can't stop—must die—want to die—no way
through—red light—another damned red light

—

always a red light—ambulance—accident? some-

one must have gone over the cliff—be calm

—

wait—like Martha will wait—with her red-

rimmed eyes at the big table in the dining

room . . . wait for me to come home—so she

can nag—nag—but I won't be there—I'll never

be there again—I can wait a little while—she's

trapped for the rest of her life—kids—responsi-

bility—there they come up the cliff—I look

suspicious—guess I'd better walk up and gawk
with everyone else—don't want to look suspi-

cious —they say someone drove over. Accident

or someone like me?—Don't look . . . might lose

my nerve . . . must look—what will I look like?

. . . like that? must show Martha . , , leave her

all alone . . . head hurts so bad—alone. Poor

woman—broken, bloody body . . . must have

been pretty before—some man probably drove

her to it—he should have married Martha—that

would have been justice—black hair like Mar-

tha's—hers was always so shiny and . . . God!—it



ouldn't be—don't let it be Martha!—Martha!

-move you fools— GET AWAY ALL OF
fOU!! Let me go to my Martha—Martha dar-

ing—how could you—why? why?—you had
verything—I did it—I thought I was giving

ou what you wanted—murderer—murderer

—

/fartha—poor dead Martha—free. I'm trapped.

"an 't leave the kids alone—trapped—trapped

. trapped.

Brenda Yow Parker Colors In A Three-Seat

Boat

as

Time
*ime is all that is given us

ind how much of this we do not know
o we must use each day wisely

.
ind permit our Maturity to grow.

ermit it to grow in kindness, understanding,
charity, and Brotherhood,

ermit it to grow in kindness, understanding,

good.

ime moves slowly, but time moves on,

nd every minute past is an opportunity gone.

iod says that our days are numbered,
ut he says not how many.
d we must treasure our days sedulously

or soon we have not any.

hen when unsuspecting time shuts its door in

our face,

nd our lives on earth are done
hen we may seek our heavenly place
7ith the battle over time being won.

/, James McCorkle

Only passive sat

The yellow golden one

With balanced zazen smile that knew.
Time's long sought robes and silken necklace

white

Clinging for all its worth
With salty wet.

Kink-haired, wild eyed

Delicious Kenyatta chants

To the taut muscled rhythm of the swells

Harped the veld-minded, full chested

Callous foot boy.

Fear-faced, inked paper toed

With butterfly valve filter-tip deposit clogged

Paced asphalt veins and shaking concrete limbed

makings
Of the Clique land man.

And they sang it

While the watered waves

Stood silly tip-toe

(Quite apart from mother Depth)

Circling young, sparrow-like

Over and around, but not above

The song.

Bob Foster
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The Crowd
Contented we peered at the jostling below,

Scoffing the one way crowd
Winding towards a common goal.

Perched on our bough with feet in their face,

We smiled, for we were safe, safe.

We chipped at the bark and watched it flutter,

Watering the eyes of the crowd below.

But we were free and said, go your way;

The specks from our hand slowed the pace,

And still we said, go your way.

Blinded they stopped with hand outstretched,

The way for them was lost.

Help us, take our hand.

We couldn't for we too were blind.

Peter L. Gordon

-

:"

When I Awoke
When I awoke, I immediately sensed some

outside force telling me that this day would be

like no other I had ever had. I somehow knew
that I would have a strange and unusual experi

ence. It's funny, I guess, me thinking that. But
it happened. Here is my story from beginning

to end.

I am known to my circle of friends as an en

thusiastic and bold scuba diver. I tell them that

there is no body of water in which I will not

dive. Today would be the same type of day as

the other hot, humid summer ones. Of course

I would go scuba diving. I quickly got dressed

in a bathing suit, t-shirt, and loafers and went

downstairs to the kitchen to eat a light break

fast of toast and coffee. After quickly finish

ing, I went to the closet and gathered my aqua

lung, mask, and fins and put them in a heaj

next to the back door. I then turned to tht

kitchen counter and from a note pad, tore ofi
"

a piece of paper on which I wrote:

"Dear Mom,
Have gone to the pier to scuba dive."

I hesitated a long time, and wiped the sud

den unexpected beads of sweat from my brow
Slowly, I added to the note: "Back for dinner.'

As I pinned the note on the bulletin board or

the refrigerator, I could hear my mother stirring

in her room above my head. I was unable to ex

plain to myself my desire to quickly depar

from the house, but I did so. I carried my equip

ment out the door, loaded it in the car, an<

backed out of the driveway. I reached the en<

of the driveway, turned out into the street

shifted into first gear, and set out for the piei

The sun had completely burned off the dcv

by the time I had reached the pier. This pier

speak of is about five hundred yards long ant l
"

sticks out into deep water which is at the en<

covered with slime and debris which goes abou

six or seven feet below the surface.

No one was around, but the birds were chirp

ing loudly as if to let me know I was bein;i

watched and resented. It seemed to announc

their hope of eliminating their disturbance com
pletely.

I told myself that this, as dangerous and om
inous as it was, was a good place to dive. I hat :

never considered this area before. Why not drv

here? So what if there was no one around?

.
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ecalled that not one of my friends had dived

ere before, to be sure, and my rising out of the

hick green stuff would really impress them. I

ecided that that was the only thing to do and
: ot ready.

I put on my tank, and donned my face mask
nd fins, turned on my air, and jumped in.

' Down and donwn I went. Farther and farther,

could feel the pressure increasing on my ears,

/hich is quite normal. The minute I had gone
lto the water, I had noticed the absence of light

because of the surface content. But somehow it

:emed to be getting still darker and darker. I

ept going down with my arms outstretched in

ront of me. Down, down, my ears were hurt-

lg unbearably now, but still I kept on, deter-

lined to get to the bottom and touch some-
ling, I'd show them. Farther, farther . . .

' I woke up and felt very strange, and—and
npty. I knew I was hungry. I got up, dressed,

'nd went downstairs to eat breakfast. Here I

iw evidence of some one having eaten toast

nd coffee. I thought that this was strange,

at I immediately thought that Mom or Dad
mst have gotten up early. But why?
As I reached to open the ice box, my eye

lught sight of a note pinned on the side. My
uriosity got the best of me and I bent over to

:ad it.

. I cannot explain my immediate reaction to its

intent. Panic stricken, I stepped quickly to the

oset to see if my scuba gear was there. It was
one. Next, I threw open the back door, and
w that my car was gone. Oh God! Oh God!
ran out, got in my father's car, and started out

ipidly for the pier. I still could not think. My
. ind was a complete jumble of words and
.sions. The note, my missing scuba gear and
r—all seemed incomprehensible.

I reached the pier and slammed the car to a

,op behind—behind my car. I ran down to the

id of the pier and saw a somewhat cleared space

,i the water where obviously a large object had

)ne in.

Then, it was true. It was me in there. I

lought of the whole episode as a nightmare,

id didn't believe it. I thought that someone
lust be playing a joke. I got down on my stom-

:h, and cleared away some of the slime and
vo floating boards.

Sticking up out of the water, I saw a hand.

I asked myself if this were me and said immedi-
ately it was not, of course. I thought the night-

mare still a coincidence.

I pulled the white and somewhat shriveled

hand, and then I could see a face. It, too, was
white and shriveled. It wore the expression of

death. My mind was clear now. This was me.

Maybe I can revive me, I mean him, oh God!
God forgive me for what I did next. I took this

body by the hair, pulled it up so that the water
was at the waistline, and then plunged it down
into the water.

Then, I wiped my dripping arm on my pants,

turned, walked down the pier to the end and the

car, got in and drove away.

Taylor Lapham

Maelstrom

Into the abyss of desire

Into the warmth of life

Self maintaining, perpetuating

Goes a fire kindled by two bodies

The touch of lips, of hand on cheek

Two bodies yearning, driving

Pounding hearts into each other

Hearts irrational, unholy, wild

Then calm.

The darkness, madness, and desire

Cave in upon themselves

Leaving numbness, heaviness and heaving

Two bodies calm in rest and warmth
Peaceful in the madness of life

Rich in the bond of love,

Tis hell

Tis heaven

Tis Freud

Tis life

Tis all.

June Williams
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ulte Mockingbird
Bobby leaned his back against the slender,

square column of the porch and stared at the

backyard, not really seeing anything but the

blue of the sky and the green of the willow-oak

tree. "Mr. Jonas, have you ever been in love?"

he asked in a faraway voice.

Old Jonas rested his head against the back of

his rocking chair and chuckled. "Yep, I was in

love once."

"Just once, Mr. Jonas?"

"Yeah, Bobby. Just once. That was enough. I

never wanted to fall in love again."

"Don't you ever think about her and miss her

and want to be in love?" The boy turned to face

the old man.

Jonas laughed softly and turned his face away.

"Sometimes I think about it—yeah. But I ain't

sorry I ain't in love no more."

"Yeah, but it's springtime and all."

"Bobby, springtime don't make no nevermind

to me. Now, iffen you're gonna meet Beth for

a soda, you'd better run along."

Bobby got up, stepped off the porch onto the

ground. "Well, so long, Mr. Jonas. See you later,"

He leaped over the hedge and was gone. Old

Jonas was alone—alone to think, to remember.

"Springtime, hmph.' Tain't nuthin' t' spring-

time.' Tain't nuthin' t' love, neither," he said

aloud. The words stung his thoughts because he

knew he didn't mean them. He thought of Miri-

am often these days. Maybe Bobby was right.

Maybe it was the springtime air. Or maybe it

was because he was getting old. He slid down
into the rocking chair and closed his eyes. Out
in the willow oak, a mockingbird was singing.

He thought of another day, another mocking-
bird.

Miriam had been young then. She was lying

in bed—in labor with their first child. And it

was hot—so hot. He wiped the sweat off her

forehead with a damp cloth. His hand trembled

and she felt it. She put her own feverish one over

it. "Don't worry, Jonas. I'm gonna be all right.

Listen to the bird singing, isn't it beautiful?"

He listened to the bird and anger welled up
inside of him. Why should that bird be so happy
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when the one thing he loved was so miserabk

"Yes, Miriam. I hear the bird. Now, you ju;

rest. Doc Williams'll be here in a little while.

He sat down in a chair by the bed.

"Jonas, I love that mockingbird. He's so in
and so happy. And his song makes me happy.

She stopped and gasped at the sharpness of tr

pain.

Jonas took her hand and held it—tightly. h
was afraid. For Miriam was a frail little thing-

much too frail to bear a child. He jumped whe
he heard the knock on the door. "Now, Mirian

just you rest easy. Maybe that's Doc William

I'll be right back." As he walked to the door, r

saw the familiar black doctor's bag through tr

window and said a silent prayer of thanks. Mil

iam needed help—help only a doctor could giv

"Good evening, Doc. Come in. She's rig!

back here." He lowered his voice to a whispe

"Doc, I'm so worried about her. Do you thin

she'll pull through all right?"

"Jonas, that's something I can't answer. Yo
just busy yourself boiling water; and I'll tal

care of Miriam." Doc went into the bedrooi

and closed the door; and Jonas went to tr

kitchen.

Jonas boiled the water, carried it to Doc, an

put more on to boil. He could hear Miriam
screams and he longed to be with her—to hoi

her hand and kiss her. Instead, he walked out c

the porch. The mockingbird was singing. F
hated the bird. He went back into the hous

Miriam's screams were deafening but it was be

ter to listen to them than to that damnab
mockingbird. For hours, he paced the floor, cai

ried water to Doc, and trembled at thoughts (

Miriam dying.

Then, there was a hand on his shoulde

"Jonas, it's a boy."

He turned around and looked at Doc. Tl

lines of tiredness and worry vanished from h

face. "A boy, Doc? My own son?"

"Yes, Jonas, but— maybe you'd better s

down, Jonas."

Obediently, Jonas sat down. "It's Miriam, isn

it, Doc?"



"No, Jonas. It's the baby. It was born dead,

Jonas. That's why Miriam had such a hard time.

I'm sorry, Jonas. I'm really sorry."

Jonas looked at the doctor. "How's Miriam

taking it, Doc? What'd she say? Is she all right?"

"Go in and see her, Jonas. She needs you."

"But, is she all right, Doc?"
"I don't know, Jonas. She's awfully sick; but

go and see her. I'll wait out here."

Jonas opened the door and looked at her. It

took all his courage to walk into that room be-

cause Miriam was holding the dead baby close to

her and crying. "I just had to hold him. Just one

time." And then, a pleading look came into her

;yes. "I tried, Jonas. I tried so hard."

"It's all right, Miriam. You just think about

getting well. There'll be other babies. Just you

get well." He bent over and kissed her forehead.

Doc came into the room and took the dead

Daby from her arms. "I'll be waitin' outside,

Jonas." He left, closing the door behind him.

Miriam looked up at Jonas "He looked like

you, Jonas. He was a pretty baby." She cried.

"Try to go to sleep, Miriam. It'll make you
'feel better." Jonas went back into the living

oom, thinking about the dead child.

Several days passed and Miriam didn't get any

setter. Jonas feared that she would die, but he

jushed the thoughts out of his mind. He went

ti to take her some hot soup and noticed that she

vas more feverish than before. He called Doc
Williams, but he knew that Miriam was dying.

-Ie went back into the bedroom.

Miriam's head moved slightly on the pillow.

'Jonas," she said, "hold my hand. I'm so tired."

Silently, he took her hand in both of his.

"The mockingbird is still singing."

"Yes, dear Miriam. I hear him."

They sat in silence for a few minutes. Mir-

im's breathing was hard and came in short

;asps. When she spoke, her voice was barely

udible. "Jonas, the mockingbird has stopped

inging. I wonder why." Just as Doc drove up
t the driveway, Miriam died.

While Doc was examining Miriam's dead

•ody, Jonas went into the living room. He took

is shot gun, loaded it with bird shot, went out,

nd sat down on the porch to wait for the mock-
igbird. He heard it, but he couldn't see it. "You
amned bird! You couldn't sing for Miriam

ihen she was dying. I'll fix you so you'll never

sing again!" His voice frightened the bird and
it flew out of the tree. Jonas raised his gun to

his shoulder, aimed, and fired. The bird fell to

the ground. Jonas went back into the house. The
bird was dead; and he was glad.

The memory of the dead mockingbird shook

Jonas out of his thoughts. He sat up for a sec-

ond, caught his breath, and fell back against the

rocking chair. Aloud, he said, "Yes, yes, I've

been in love, Bobby."

Out in the willow oak, a mockingbird sang.

It didn't matter now. For Jonas was dead.

Sallianne

00

The Atheist

In coarsest blood to heathens' scroll

I add my name below the roll.

I've changed the trail so long I trod

And claim that man created God.

The man that quaked in fear, despair,

Found solace in his den, so bare,

By building gods to blame, and worse;

He gave us gods who damn and curse.

The gods they grew, denying man,

And gathered strength, the world to span.

They choked the best that man could give;

Subservient man forgot to live.

In shackles souls were bid to die,

The profane gods to glorify.

I now denounce the bitter chains

And join the heathens at the reins.

Ken Layton
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Biscayne Lane: Love The Lost Love Affair

The windswept main of the Biscayne Lane

Has often captured my favor,

And the dusky cadence of pounding waves

Has long been mine to savor.

The throbbing rhyme of this undulate brine

Instills in my heart such wonder,

That near to my love beyond the sea

My heartbeats echo and thunder.

Bill Seabrook

It's love, for long I know it's love.

My mind is spinning high above.

The surge, the sting I feel inside,

It's more than I could ever hide.

The scope, the sphere of which I am;

The heaven, the hell, the liked, the damned.

Do they know this eternal form

Of a search which ends by storm?

My love is like an endless glow

Of shadows lifting for him to show;

Whose light gleams like the Northern Star,

But yet that hell could be so far.

To sleep, to wake, to wander sear;

My love awaits, I need not fear.

The mystic night reveals its red;

The guns are near, they pierce: dead.

, , Julie Ann Revson

An Unfamous Fable

The School of Duel in Nokitov, Russia, has

its students divided into two classes. Those en-

rolled in the advanced class of fencing use the

North side of the courtyard, while the begin-

ners use the South side. This fact is not gener-

ally known to the citizens of Nokitov. One
townsman found this out the hard way, how-
ever. Being terribly riled about a personal prob-

lem of his, he thought he would let off a little

steam by going over to the school and engaging

in a duel with one of the undergraduates. Liv-

ing on the North side of the community, and

not knowing that the advanced students were

on that side, he did not bother to climb the bar-

rier that separated the two practice courts.

When he proceeded to engage himself with the

mastercraftsman, he was almost instantly slain.

Moral: "The fencer is green on the other side

of the grass."

Richard Jones

When Eve Convenes

Though casks of wine reseal their oaken staves

When elfin tipplers cease their festive draughts,

And flowers ebb their dainty silken waves,

As dusky zephyrs cease their gentle wafts . .

.

Though leaves return blue iris fond adieus,

And sparrows chorus evening's soft hello

—

I find each eve a time for morn's reviews,

A moment spared to help my spirit grow.

Bill Seabrook
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If in four lines I could only say

all I know and feel

then I would be the master of my soul

but I can not write the four lines,

so I have to write this fifth one to explain.

Stan Williams

Only the lonely remember.
Only the happy sing.

Only the joyous dream.

Only the lonely cry.

Only the lonely give a damn.

Stan Williams

It is a mockery
—this foolish life,

—this feeble attempt

at trying to find

a way
—an end to your own disgust

—

and the mad men
hold themselves

in responsive check

and cough once or twice.

Stan Williams
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Communication and Art
Communication is the chief obigation of the art-

ist. By communication we mean the deliberate trans-

ference of meaning from one person to another. The
two key words in this definition are "deliberate" and

"meaning."

For communication to take place, it must be the

intended meaning that is transferred. Obviously,

complete communication—the transfer of the full

meaning of an idea— is an ideal, never to be fully

achieved. Nonetheless at least a part of the intended

meaning must be transferred for communication to

take place. For example, an artist paints a picture

in which he intends to represent the frustration of

the Yakima Indians upon being dispossessed by the

white man. Suppose an observer looks at the paint-

ing and says, "It means rejoicing at the return of

spring." Communication has not taken place, be-

cause no part of the intended meaning has gotten

across. Suppose, on the other hand, that the ob-

server says, "I get a feeling cf anger, and I think it

has something to do with a minority group." Here
at least part of the meaning has gotten across, and

the painter is to that extent an artist.

The essence of meaning is significance; and the

essence of significance is relevance. A piece of art is

relevant only to the extent that the observer can

relate what he sees to his own experience. For this

to be possible it is essential that the artist and the

observer have something in common. What they

have in common may be as universal as a common
feeling for the beauty of the human body, or as par-

ticular as a common feeling for a specific person.

This community of feeling makes an ancient Greek
sculpture relevant to us all, but makes an elegy to

Queen Victoria relevant to only a few.

All art must necessarily be representational. The
representation may be as obvious as a restaurant's

advertisement for a steak, or as subtle as the subcon-
conscious connotations of a single chord of music.

But at bottom all art must represent something—
something relevant both to the artist and to the ob-
server, and something intentionally transferred by
the artist.

To refer to any art as "non-representational" is a

contradiction in terms. What is called "non-repre-
sentaitonal" is better styled "subjective" or "con-
notative."

A connotation may relate broadly divergent kinds
of impressions. The picture of a fire, a visual im-
pression, may give rise, in the imagination, to a feel-

ing of heat—a tactile impression; a smell of wood
smoke—an olfactory impression; a sound of crack-
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ling wood—an auditory impression; a feeling

comfort and security—an emotional impression,

the observer has these imaginative impressions, ill

because of connotation. To say that the pictunij

non-representational because it does not "look lil

heat, it does not "look like" the smell of wJ
smoke, is a confusion of the meaning of "represenl

tional."

Let us take as an example Picasso's famous pai

ing, "Guernica." Does this painting give you a i

ing of shock, of confusion, of horror? If so, it is

because the painting "looks like" shock, confus
and horror. These feelings are connotative. The i

ures and objects have been distorted to empha
these connotations. To call the painting "non-ref
sentational" because "the people do not look
people" is to mistake the deliberately representati

al purpose of the artist: to represent non-visual
pressions through the visual.

The culture in which we live has imbued aln

everything with which we are familiar with a br

range of connotative significance. This is now!
more evident than in language. The word "dog"
notes that four-footed creature that wags its

and barks, but it also connotes a host of meaning
for example, loyalty, lack of scruple, and dilige

The connotative meanings of words vary gre;

according to the culture in which one is brou
up. A German boy once told me, "To you, a

means nature and beauty and walks in the wo<
To us, a tree means fuel for a fire, or boards to b
a house."

Our cultural heritage and experience has builti

a fairly regular set of connotative meanings I

words. These meanings are common to all of u
this particular culture, and thus certain words 1
serve as "cues" for meanings quite different fil

their denotative meaning. They serve as a sort!
code that tells us that when Shakespeare speaks!
Caesar's laurels, he means his honors and glory;
when Poe says "the worm," he means deteriora
and death.

A poet must be careful that the connotation
intends a word to have is the connotation it re

has. A friend once asked me to criticize a poen
wrote. I asked him, "What do you mean by the w
'cross' in the last line?" "Why, it means a goa
purpose," he replied. My friend was wrong. "Cr
may mean a burden, or a sacrifice, or a punishm
but it cannot mean a goal. He had failed to use
code properly. In this he had failed as an artist.

And it is in this that many of the so-called r



: artists also fail. All too often a modern painting

communicate nothing to the observer, because

,

painter has failed to provide recognizable cues

i
associations. A prime example of this kind of

i
do-artist is Jackson Pollock. His paintings are

ningless because he has failed to get across any

y of experience to the observer. There is appar-

Ly no code, no set of cues, by means of which

L can translate the garish splashes of color. This is

t surprising, since Pollock himself has admitted

there is no deliberateness—the drippings and

larings of his brush are random; he has no vision

ch he sets about reproducing on canvas. Thus
' significance that the observer sees in these paint-

he reads into them himself. Pollock may be a

iter, but he is certainly not an artist; and it is

jt time that someone point out that the emperor

no clothes.

. similar objection can be made against modern

ic. So-called "free jazz," the use of "fixed pi-

l>," machines that produce random electronic

s—such things are a contradiction of that es-

ial element of an artist, the element of deliberate-

. It is this sort of "art" that gives piquancy to the

ase, "The avant-garde is the last refuge of the un-

nted."

. truly original artist often makes use of obscure

lovel connotations. He develops a new set of cues,

it is reasonable to expect the observer to become

iliar with this new code. The poetry of T. S.

t is an excellent case in point. It is incumbent

n the artist, however, that there actually be a

sistent and reasonable code by means of which

observer may understand his art. An artist whose

; is arbitrary, ambiguous and inconsistent is be-

unreasonable to his audience. His work will be

anderstood, and rightly so. He will have failed

:ommunicate, and thus he will have failed as an

St.

Thiodori R. Buddini:

HOUGHTS
\tue ventures swiftly, boldly,

> t upon its quest of candor,

i ching through each door and chamber,

' ?ing far in each meander.

After The Wine

These are the days of beer

And half-wilted forget-me-nots

Which embroider my glazed eye

Like a lost cameo in a clear spring.

These are the hours

Which clothe my soul in borrowed

Ill-fitting silks.

The hours which,

Like old Hamlet's ghost,

Make past injustice

Cause for revenge.

And they have been unjust,

These hours: shrouding incourtesies in silk;

Masking hatred in a manufactured smile.

Sunday is the one day

When ministers of our Sunday morning morality

Don't get their peace until after shaking hands

Have accompanied smiling faces towards Calvary . . .

Our divine guide says one Our Father for the masses,

Doffs his red robe, suffers one widow's loss

And lifts two stained glasses from behind the cross.

William P. Stein

• ebooJ finds that dawn and darkness

i t and finish day's rich splendor,

Lure vows that right will flourish,

s refuting truth's offender.

W.M. Si AI5ROOK
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The Worm-God
A voice cries out.

Its ringing plea beseaches the counsel of God
But no voice answered

For there is no God
There is only god

A whiny whisper issued forth in the night

The darkness enshrouded it

The sanctified sincerity and security blessed it

It was the soul of pining piety

It was the shadow of a god who could not

speak

All was petty; all was diminished by the cacophony

Of the universe

But once all had been different

Once there had been a God
It was this God who had created the recep-

ticle, the container for the voice

And that voice was a particle of God

But the instrumentive container had disregarded God
And God was no more

But then it was that the voice had great need of God
It needed God to make it vibrate and resound

From Earth to Elysium

But God was no more
The Earth and Universe crumbled

For God was gone
And Man was going

And only the thin, small voice, the voiceless-

voice of god
Remained

"In the beginning God created the heaven and the

earth

"Now the earth was unformed and void and darkness

was upon the face of the deep"

"And the spirit of God hovered over the face of the

waters

"And God said, 'Let there be light.'

"And there was light"

In the end the earth was unformed and void and
darkness was upon the face of the deep

But there never again came light by order of
Holy dispensation

For there was no longer God

And a little worm, the victim of it all, sought
shelter.

IGNOTUS
Why must I muse my base for breath

I sear my soul yet find but death

Best be the man whose heart is blind

Dim be his lamp but joy doth find

Half-light in love, a woman's kiss

White dove above, eternal bliss

What must I know before I die

Just walk life's lane and weigh not why
Richard Cross

Alone Am I

Shield my soul in shadowed frame;

Who cares, who dares, to seek the flame.

Life's in part a dead dreams grave;

My thoughts do rave and mind enslave.

Alone am I—but cannot cry.

What gold be found in mortal flesh,

When heart and joy have ceased to mesh.

God's green earth 'neath soft white snow;
Gone the glow, yet life doth flow.

Alone am I—but shall not die.

Richard Cross

Paula Michalove
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TO THE RAILS

I eat

'eat ... Meat . . . Meat . .
." the light flashed

lily through the night. Red; Flourescent; Bravely.

[ issed, and it continued on its path "Meat . . . Meat
Meat . . . Meat . . . Meat . . . Meat . . . Meat . . .

hat • . Meat . . Meat . , . Meat . . . Meat
». . Meat . . . Meat . , . Meat . , , Meat
lac. . Meat . . Meat . . , Meat . . .

Alexander Boulton

de To The Deep
iy and frothy you hurl yourself at the sand,

lite like whipped cream you retreat in defeat,

ing again in your never ending battle.

night you glimmer with reflected lights,

"ing off an illusion of peace and tranquility,

newhere though, you rage and rant,

iring apart the works of God and man.
m yourself, you are the lifeblood of our lives,

need what your innards divulge,

kind that we may reap your benefits,

you have given, so have you taken,

allowing man, beast and earth.

i time comes when you will shrivel,

i sands you now attack will beat you back into

oblivion.

-*n, O Neptune, your iniquities will be punished,
a while you will subside, only to rise again.

John McVickar

Phoenix of America
Extant, yet, in throe-like times,

Fighting consumption by modernity.

Glowing embers from well-used spouts of power:

The whale tethered to steel ribbons;

Plunging headstrong into night

Without care for the mulct of progress.

Once your taut muscles flexed

To bear the fruits of a nation:

The very symbol of a cause.

Purposeful bodies—functional, without frill— >
!

Revered as the talisman of the times.

Devouring the land with devotion to duty.

Onward o'er the breast of a ground
Under which lay a heart

Pulsing with vitality and freedom.

On through the spring day of peace;

Ne'er ceasing during wintry nights of war.

Asking naught, giving much.

With muscles composed of polyglot life:

Yellow, black, white—all made one.

Proud enough to traverse the land

Carrying tenderly a lifeless form
For countrymen—the living man's reason for great-

ness

—

To wish a funereal farewell.

Humble enough to allow the poor and unkown
To be tucked under your steel wing for a time.

A vision of power to the old and wise;

A source of wonder for a dreamy-eyed child.

Cyclopean forehead surrounding a far-sighted organ
Whose gaze was never marred by blinking lid.

A soprano scream of approach that let all know
your life of urgency;

A basso drone that reverberated over the countryside
With an omnipotent chord.

A mechanical army
For a mighty mogul's vital game of chess,

Feeding untold numbers whose jobs were to care for

your being.

Yes, once your chorus was the claxon voice of the

age,

Now your once gleaming pathway is tarnished

By the rust and weeds that grow from the last long

breaths of a giant

Made useless by the changing of the ages.

Your world freezes slowly

And the signs of a great glory are hidden with black

dust.

Robert Foster
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THE MIRACLE THAT NEVER HAPPENS

The Unmiracle That Happens Every Day

The poor man waiting for the moment
he will be shrouded with riches.

The unimportant man waiting for the moment
he will be esteemed by mankind.

The weak man waiting for the moment
he will be armed with strength.

The homely man waiting for the moment
he will be admired.

The blind man waiting for the moment
he will be able to see.

The lonely man waiting for the moment
he will be needed.

The melancholy man waiting for the moment
he will be saturated with happiness.

The religious man waiting for the moment
he will be greatly rewarded.

The unpretentious, placid, unmitigated

waiting, waiting, waiting ... in vain.

Alan Mabe

The Outcast
An outcast of the manly world
Walked into my presence,

As if all the burdens of life

Were upon his shoulders.

He stopped, lifted his shoulders

And looked about—East, West, North, South.
All was the same
Barren, desolate, loveless.

Deep within he thought,

Is this my lot in life?

Am I to be denied,

What other men take for granted?

O God give me the chance
To live, to love, and to die,

That I might prove myself to be-
My deepest self tells me I am.

-the man

Alan Mabe
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Heaven and Hell

nd is begun;

atal bell has rung.

iow, slowly the ritual

ssion makes footsteps on the hill.

: the fire

.sked woman
ad in white

•s the fire

t will not light,

man in black whispered

friend, plainly dressed:

! T he is at rest."

md,
," )nder, will he rise up from the dead?"

\ Driest prays for the soul,

I tolls the second bell.

I what do they know of Heaven or Hell

\ know nothing of Life?

\ have never looked deep into a woman's eyes

\
suffered twice her earthly sighs;

have never pitied, never feared.

: is more love and hatred in a human hand
in all the courtesies a priest can beg . . .

I of God in the barren land

in all the visions the mind can bear.

i ing they know of Heaven or Hell

of life are unaware;

they know Heaven who but live life well.

William P. Stein

HAIKUS
The blush of sunrise

Is pure sensitivity . . .

Let all souls feel

The golden moon is

Awake . . . Enhance, moon, the quiet

Sleep of dying men.

Blithely trampling through

The snow . . . Childhood leaves its deep

Imprint of happiness

"There is nothing new
Under the sun," the cynic says.

A child's heart is new
>
t

Paula Michalove
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Meaninglessness
I WALKED DOWN AN
ENDLESS STREET THAT
LED PRECISELY AND
DILIGENTLY ON TO
NOWHERE.
THERE WERE MARKS
IN THE ROAD WHERE
OTHERS HAD TROD
BEFORE ME.
THEY, HOWEVER,
SOON BECAME
FAINTER
YES
FRESHER BUT VAGUER
IN THE DISTANCE
I SPIED FEET
FEET DESCENDING
INTO MIRE
AND A FINGER BECKONING
FEET IN MIRE
FINGER BECKONING
MIRED FEET WITH
BECKONING FINGER
THEN A CRESCENDO
THEN A SILENT CRESCENDO
OF NOTHINGNESS
NOT EVEN DUST
THEN I LAUGHED
AND LAUGHED
AND TEARS OF BLOOD
NO TEARS OF WATER
SPATTERED ON MY
SHOES
I LISTENED TO
THEIR TINSEL
CACOPHONY, THEIR
RHYTHMLESS RHYTHM
AND MARVELED HOW
THEIR SENSELESS
FLOW
CHURNED MY FADING
FOOTPRINTS
INTO
MUD.

Et Cum Spiritu Tuo

Dan Limhan

The Smell of An Inter-Rac

Workcamp
Sometimes

the little things in life

slice through ambiguities

which encase and encumber
insight

and raw truth.

Like the time . . .

When
the white girl

singed black hair

straight

with a hot iron

and polluted my breath

with a sickening stink.

And
the black girl

curled

blond hair

with chemicals

that tingled my nostrils.

But a man should not

stop

to question

the meaning of life

when in a room with

two smells

and

two women.
Jim Upchurch
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Love Me

THE RACE OF LIFE
you ever wondered as I have done,

it the wretched race of life, and how it is won?

are running for you, and I'm running for me.

you noticed how each strides to get a little

farther

how we, to get ahead, push aside one another?

I apprise you, that in this torrid race

end to the end means: Until you are of no use

to me?

y you've noticed that even love has been af-

fected by this trend.

we love by religion, dollars, or creed, or more
precisely by this blend.

love me
and I will hate you

despise me
and I will not care

call out my name
cry for me

I will be deaf

I will not hear

desire me
and I will tease and taunt you
I will watch you crawl

come after me
and I will be behind you

turn

and I'll be gone

live for me
I will make you wish for death

die for me
and I will pass your body on the road

SUELLEN MALONEY

is life? Run at such a treacherous pace?

e one who gets the most from life,

fastest runner in this Race?

we doomed to depend on our fleet,

ving that we will soon be replaced by men
1 swifter feet.

life is not run at such a traitorous pace.

we all know that life, beyond a doubt is a race.

a race that is won by showing love and kindness _L/cH".k .N ISfllt
to one another.

won by the man who helps, not pushes aside his

brother.

won by the man who runs not for his sake alone,

who runs for his fellow man, even if it means
running alone.

won by the man who loves because of the ex-

isting need,

by the man who loves by religion, dollars, or

creed.

ed, the leader in the race of life is the one who
uses the gift from above,

gift to aid another, the gift to love.

J. E. M.

The world around us glitters still,

When darkness shrouds the earth

For in the gloom the night lights fill

The solitude with mirth.

The brilliance of the day has past;

The sun's bright rays have gone.

And to replace this solar blast,

We pull the light switch on.

John McVickar
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The Workman
We have a bed, we have a child, my wife!

We have work too, enough even for both of us,

And we have the sun, the rain, and the wind,

And we have need of only one small thing more,

To be as free as the birds are:

Only time.

When we walk through the fields on Sundays, my
child,

Over the broad expanses of waving tips of grass,

And we see the blue swallows sparkling in flight,

Oh, then, we need not a single scrap of clothing

To be as beautiful as the birds are:

Only time.

Only time! We sense the gathering storm, we people.

Only a small Eternity;

And then we'll lack nothing, my wife, my child,

We'll have all that is born of our labor

If we be as bold as the birds are:

Only time!

(freely translated by Donald M. Smith
from "Der Arbeitsniau" by Richard Dehmel)

Life's Pure Nothingness
Life's pure nothingness

In cynical solitude

stands like so many
silent images

that glide across a wanton
checkerboard

toward a reality that never was

Too God-like to stand upon a sea of slippery glass

and be free

from self and its comrade
selfishness

That distort and comfort
the

Wisdom of the ages

written

in the sands of time

on
rock

Pat Ball

Page Ten

Cool! The Damp Wind
Cool! the damp wind from the foggy sea

As it blows inward.

And the gray above—a balmy silence;

Still—and yet dynamic.

As if awakening from an empty sleep groggy

And staring God in the eye deep-silent,

-aloneYou stand out over it all

Others warm inside,

Their backs to the window,
Passing time vaguely.

Misty! from above the rain swoops down.

Glazed land and spotted sea!

And a mystic feeling coming in

—

Secret and lonely, even desolate,

Yet glad to have you around,

For most turn and run.

And you smile and breathe the rare air of fallen

Slowly the sun ebbs away
Silver and blue the silent, crystal night

And soothing winds through the open wir

You'll sleep easy, your soft hair streaming on

misty pillow

And tomorrow? the sun.

Walter M. Crump, Jr.



w Iron A Manhole
how iron a manhole
cover

(steel the birdless day)

chromium the sterile imperfect

sun

still the exact machinations

a careful aluminium race

of bipeds

(how many watts are you)

Next door a laughing suicide

like a smile made of mud
running,

a hysterical rainstorm of teeth

whitely. with no weather report

laughing the sometime bullet

carelessly quick

now.

in (your eyes) my eyes

dark corridors

no exit

(mirrors in mirrors)

There

(but)

no Utopia here

Shining one

Seventeen South
sunfilled

sleeping South Georgia streets

small light houses with sandwhite yards

lining a quickwide main street, palmettos.

(behind, the endless eons of dark waiting greenness)

J. Bivins flydotted dusty drugstore windows,

red rusty coca-cola signs,

distant slam of a screen door,

quick negro-laugh by the river,

barelegged sharecropper's wife

(sweeping an erskine caldwell porch)

sagging roofs, patterned lives;

greygreen hanging, uncaring Spanish moss

(in three o clock sun)

(and the the Night;

unreal in rows of bluesilver mercury light)

a blacktop path into the darkness

peopled by kamikaze insects and billboards;

awful silence filling the wake of a transient car

(on the way to Florida)

J. Bivins
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Biscayne Lane
The wind swept down on dark'ning shores,

And filled with life the barren main,

And hovered near the joining moors

To cast a spell on Biscayne Lane.

For soon a man in stature grand

Would venture toward this place despised

To find a spot on which to stand,

And ponder long his god's demise.

Too soon the altar he espied,

So vested with that fear was he,

The dread of life's new force belied

By hateful creatures from the sea.

He paused and knelt and wept in pain,

And heard the creatures laugh with lust,

A laughter heard on Biscayne Lane

By gods and devils clothed in dust.

And still he wept; his tears still fell

Anointing sand and shells and stone,

Nor could his anguished soul he quell

By faith, or even death condone.

Full prone lay he, a figure drear,

'Til face and feet obtained the earth,

With paling features cased in fear,

He waited for the demon's mirth.

It came and roared into his fold,

A noisy maelstrom fraught with glee,

By vicious song his vice was tolled

In vibrant, chorused harmony.

His eyes to sight full closed appeared,

But never to the storm closed they,

For Death, its visage frightful, reared

To strike the creatures' mirth away.

The dawn was passed and morning showed
A man in prayer, in thanks, alone,

About him strewn in vast array

Were statues hewn of shell-like stone.

At last the morn had bowed to eve,

And shadows lay well-spread and mazed
Upon the sands nearby the sea,

And on the man, his face upraised.

Up stood the night; up stood the man,
Together rose the stars and tears,

Which light to light becalmed the man,
And vanquished then his cries, his fears.

Lo, tall he stretched and grasped the stars,

And fondled each, yet none would wane,
For on that night the devil's scars

Were swept by rain from Biscayne Lane.

Wm. Seabrook
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Like Me
In search of mate
Or search of love,

My dear sweet dove

Does meditate;

Her like me.

He talks and thinks,

He walks and sleeps,

He eats and drinks,

He laughs and weeps,

Him like me.

From any land,

From ice or sand,

From North or South,

From any house,

You like me.

C. White
Conjured up from the title of the book Black Like

Me after reading the picture book Family of Man. #*
If I should steal a kiss from your sweet lips,

Or catch a smile which with the world is shared,

It's then I wish, like you, to share our joy;

To find it shattered and so scattered

Among our friends, around the earth to bring

The same great joy and happy smile,

Same sparkle in the eyes, which I now see

As I with love, smile back at Thee.

CWF

Into The Night
A cold, bleary night

The streets were wet,

The sparkling blacks and misty grays

Shot like mystery through my veins.

Ah . . . the lights had been good

With wild gay laughter

It was like stepping from one

Impossible Madland
Into another

Only the night — untamed with a

More profound, eternal message . . .

But what?
The only reality that weighed in my mind

Was the pull of a train case

Against my arm

The silent screaming of the night

Covered my footsteps . . .

My heart beat . . .

My burdened life.

Paula K. Cox
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To My (Once Upon a Time) B
I took a walk tonight

Over grass cold and brown.

I didn't look up like we used to

I was alone and facing down.

I was alone and facing down.

Memories came crushing back

—

The tree where first we kissed,

A metal marker on the stone . . .

Other trees we leaned against

To dream of things to come.

I will dream tonight

As I have done so long

With dreams of the past

—

When ALL was right

And tomorrow held a song.

Today . . . Tonight . . . Tomorrow to come,

The questions linger on.

Unanswered they stand

With strength you'd be proud of

Unhindered, undeniable, and Strong.

We can never get back?

The break and pain's too strong.

My love's still there

And it mellows with wear.

Where did we go wrong?

I thought I had the emotion congealed.

Rapped in a bow and filed — concealed.

The bow was broken, as I feared it might,

As I searched for inspiration in the 200

section of the library tonight.

The pulse throbbed faster,

My facade did nearly topple

(In the midst of Trueblood, Tillie, and Randall) —
Escape was an only answer,

Escape into the night.

—Escape—Was it from the fright?

And then my walk into dark,

An unprogramed walk into an archive of memories

—

Recall of Past and the future of the past . . .

And the Present, its future and, its past .

I must on and live a life

—Like your's with freedom and joy, sans sorrow

—

I must go and live that life,

But not today . . . Perhaps, tomorrow?
Anon

To My Love, From Novemb«n

A love that's born of

Spring and flowers,

In Fall and Winter loses

powers

A love, however, born of

fall

Must have color or

lose its call.

But a love that's born

Of winter's cold

Finds in season no

treason

For its beauty's the soul.

Ki
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Ne just kept walkin*.

-.he snow crunched under our feet.

,ve could hear it,

it least i could,

she didn't say much,

n a way it was kinda lonely,

everything white

and the sky being so bleak and all.

;he path was gettin' smaller,

and every once in a while

i'd have to duck my head

:o miss a low branch.

it was gettin' near supper time.

:he sun had gone down already,

out it was still sorta light out,

rinda pink too.

well we just kept walkin'.

she hadn't said anythin'

since we left the doctor's place in williamston,

and that was a whole nine miles back.

(i hadn't said anythin' either 'cept

to ask what we gonna name it,

if it was a boy,

and that isaac might be a good name,

seen' that it was from the bible and all,

but she didn't say a word,

i guess she was kinda happy inside,

after five years of tryin',

our prayers had been answered,

i couldn't help but think

how much it meant to her,

and how happy she was.

i wanted it too,

but she really wanted it.

well for seven months she stayed the same,

* bein' real quiet

and lookin' sorta happy inside,

the whole thing was kinda funny,

it was just as if she was
waitin' all her life for somethin',

and finally it came,

we had decided if it was a girl

we'd call her anna,

and if it was a boy

we'd call him isaac.

one day i was comin' home
from jed's store down the road,

and i saw widow clary's mule
tied to the post outside the house,

i went in.

the widow told me to get out

and find somethin' to do for a while,

and that she'd call me when everythin'

was delivered.

i went over and sat by the pond

to watch the frogs stickin' bugs

after a while the widow called.

i went up to the house.

the widow said the baby was gone,

and that sara was pretty sick.

i started to go in,

but the widow told me to go back to the pond.

it got real late and dark,

but i just sat there.

the widow came out of the house,

and got on her mule,

she rode down to the pond

to where i was.

she said, "sara's dead"

and she rode off in the dark

on her old mule.

Kenneth Kelleher

Once,

I knelt by a flower

And it lifted its head

And nodded to me

It spoke in its silence

A fragment

Reflective

of the all, the ultimate

Yet, even it

Knew not the absolute

For its being was relative

even unto itself

Paula Michalove
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Amid the jungle

From the wilderness

Towers his presence

High above all.

Nothing in him calls

Except his BEING
In fact and essence

A tower high above all.

In the camouflage of

EXISTENCE
I aspire to his greatness,

And become a solitary

Soldier keeping step

To some infinite drum
Resounding against my
Tired soul.

Not for moon, or star, or

"Brother Sun" dare I wheel

An eye from my giant.

Never moving,

Yet he moves me!

Braced and stout,

Standing ever tall

To my eyes,

Entranced I fall

As the wilderness

Fades into

Barren desert.

Before me now stands

My giant.

As alone, as I feel alone.

Again the drum bids

March on, and again

Dust and aspiration.

Fixed with anticipation,

Hard with cramps,

Pausing only to drink

A dried hope,

I trod onward.

Every step makes him
Rise higher and higher,

Closer and closer. Until

at last in his shadow,

In his presence, silence.

Above me now he rises,

Ever higher than before

In his presence,

Only the wind as it

Blows past

Dares a sound to make.

A part of him at last,

The love which once

Drew me onward,

Now rides me insane.

For amid his greatness,

I once again am lost.

Xer

I cannot clasp you

For you are not whole

I know the parts of you

But they are not you

I can never know you

For it is only aspects

Which I meet at every moment
And the moments will not converge

I seek you

And see your form
But you will not come to me
Are you gone from yourself also

If you are, if you exist

Please come
For I am losing myself

Protect me—

Hold me,

Keep me to yourself

And I will find myself

In your possession of me
Paula Michalove
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The touch is vital

A dynamism of affirmation

It radiates not with the suffering will to survive

But a vibrant, fervent survival willing to suffer

Yet, you wither at the touch

You say no to nihilism

Yet, you've not the strength

to say yes, a complete yes.

An affirmation without reservation

A commitment to the cause of choice

An involvement with the stars

distinction founded in dispersion

You are atomized of yourself,

fragmented from the selves

Chagrinned to whisper yes

In shuddering, your petals clatter

Paula Michalove

The Vulture And The Dove

Over my head a vulture flew

Against a sky of autumn blue

A haunting thought my mind concealed,

As this dark bird my eyes revealed.

Alone?
I love the breeze,

The wind in the trees,

The rustle of leaves,

Yet one thing still grieves

—

I listen alone

I love the light.

From the sun so bright,

From the moon at night.

Yet for all their might

—

I look alone.

I love a dove,

Quiet bird above,

Wild bird so free.

Yet dear to me

—

I love not alone!

cfw

Descending from the Eastern sky

A snowy dove began to fly

Around its neck a tiny cross,

It carried for the poor, the lost.

It seems so strange that there should be

Such birds alone in the sky to see

One that consumes both flesh and blood

The other, a sign of receding flood.

Circled the vulture, a mortal spot

Mounded all over with earthen sot.

Past soared the dove, and crossed the

mound,
And the vulture ceased looking down.

Over my head a vulture flew

Against a sky of autumn blue,

The haunting thought my mind revealed.

Pray God, May I forever be Concealed!

Charles Gibbons
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HN Lines Fr

As an open wound bleeds fresh blood

So my soul burns dark love.

Normality! Must appear!

So a mask of deceptions

my feelings wear.

Damnation is passed into my hands

Simply because ... I LOVE

The pains that plague this lonely soul

Are heavy, and hard, and hoary.

This soul's plight is nothing new,

A tale so often told.

When love dies before it lives

Only the soul is able to cry

Not the eyes, nor the lips.

In the darkness lines come falling,

Falling from the very mist

Which is His odor of uniqueness.

As a dream dreamed while awake
His presence makes me
Hate all the grotesqueness

which is myself.

A day, a-day, a day and a night

Besieged by monsters of terrible sight

My feeble body broke down and cried.

No longer, no longer, the truth to hide.

I looked at man
and saw his fate

I turned to go

but oh too late

I found my brother

His color to hate

I kissed my neighbor

but not my mate.

THERE IS WITHIN THE BEATING HEART
A STREAM OF DARKEST ORIGIN
THE PURITY OF SUCH, IS SO,

MORTAL MAN COULD IT NEVER NO.
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derness

Why
Brute, in you is the very

reflection of the God I worship. May
be, too much a reflection. The very

God of god?

Brute, in you I see myself. The
self I wish I were. The self to

which I aspire.

Brute, I see you as you really are,

and love.

The Question

You must be to me, Being.

For if I denude myself of you

And take an air of odium

Where there is now love,

I would cease to be.

Feelings can damn, and be held in

Check only by REASON.

Brute God, r. p. h .

You damned infernal mortal brute

A Curse to you is raised,

Not for being what you are,

But for being what I make you.

Reason! See who draws you onward.

Fool Reason, why slack the reigns

On Passion's black steed, and

Cut the bit into Spirifs blood?

Weakness, weakness, pitiful weakness,

Are lines you love to sing.

Lust, Lust, T submit,

Now close vour eves and dream.
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el The Cross
by David Habercom ^

"So big," he thought, "Pretty funny."

Eight feet high it was to be, of dry, heavy pine.

And four feet long the crosspiece, of dry pine also.

"Here, boy!" the old man called. "See if you can

find some quarter-inch pegs on one of them back

shelves."

He had to pause long enough to explain what the

pegs were to the black boy, who had never seen any.

Then he scurried to the rear of the shop, and the old

man could hear him struggling with a ladder.

"Eight foot high," he grunted. "What does any-

body want with a cross that big? Must be a big

church. Maybe he's goin to put it on the roof. But
he didn't say anything about weatherproofin."

"Here the pegs," mumbled the boy. "Purty

dusty."

"Haven't used any of them in years. No tellin

how long they been sittin back there."

"What you gonna do with 'em?"

"We got a quick order for a pine cross."

"A cross?" repeated the boy and looked a little

awe-struck. But then he always did when it came to

religious matters. "Did somebody die?"

"Could be. I don't rightly know what it's for.

Fella just came in and gave me five dollars and said

if I'd build him a cross, he'd give me five more."

"Was he a preacher?"

"That's what he said. See if you can find that big

chisel back there on the bench."

The boy rushed off and rushed back with the

chisel, anxious to know more.

"What kind of preacher was he?"

"Don't know. He didn't have one of them funny
collars, so I guess he wasn't Catholic. But I never

saw him before. Guess he's from out of town."

"How come you usin wood pegs instead of nails?"

"That's what he said he wanted. Make it just like

the cross they put Christ on, he said. So I figure they

used wood pegs instead of nails."

"That's real religious."

"Yep. He looked like a religious fella."

The old man broke several of the pegs, because it

had been so long since he had driven any. But soon
he remembered the subtle touch, and carefully placed

them where they would show. He cheated a little

and drove four heavy nails into the back to give the

crosspiece strength, but he set them deep and filled

the holes with plastic wood ; then he sanded it down
so that only a trained eye could tell the difference.

"No matter where he puts it, won't anybody be

able to tell there's nails in the back. Most churches

around here are pretty dark anyhow. Prob'ly won
even see the pegs."

"We gonna take it to him?"

"Nope. Said he'd come pick it up this afternoon.

"He better bring a pickup."

"Want me to get the varnish?"

"Nope. He wants it plain."

"Hugh?"
"Uh huh, said he'd put the finish on it. Som

folks like to do things like that. Get a cabinet make

to make the furniture and then finish it themselve

Makes em feel like they done somethin to help."

"You ever make a cross before?"

"Once, a long time ago. When they built that litt

church down the road. The preacher got me to mal

the pulpit and the cross. But it was a lot small(

than this one."

"How come you had to make it?"

"That's a funny thing. They said they wanted

carpenter to make it, because Christ was a carpente

and they thought it was fittin."

The black boy smiled and laughed.

"But you not a carpenter. You told me that you

self!"

"I know," the old man smiled, "and that's what

told him, but he said I was as close to it as anybot

in these parts, so I made it anyhow. How about gett

that square over there."

He placed the L-shaped square in the corner i

the cross.

"Looks pretty good, huh?"

"Yep."

The big double doors of the shop were wide opt

onto a sweltering sun-washed day, and they heard ;

ancient truck rattling toward them. The brak

squawked as it stopped in a cloud of dust, and a youi

man jumped out.

"Howdy, reverend. Just finished your cross."

"Looks mighty fine, brother, looks mighty fine

"See how I got them wood pegs? I figured that

be like the real one," urged the old man, hoping t

other would not look underneath.

"That's fine. And here's your money. Can yi

help me get it in the truck?"

"Sure. Hey, boy! Give us a hand here."

The black boy emerged from the dusty shadow

"I didn't know you had a nigger boy here," sa

the visitor.

"Yep. He's been here about three months."

"I hope you don't give the old man any troub)

black boy."
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A Parable

by Kenneth Kelleher

"Nossir," replied the boy and looked down.

"He's a good worker, reverend. Gonna be a good

inet maker somedy."

"Well, let's get this thing in the pickup."

The men lifted on the long timber and the boy held

the crosspiece, to keep it balanced. They carried

.round to the rear of the truck. A sheet was lying

the bed, beside a can of gasoline.

"Reverend, suppose we put it on that sheet so's it

I't get scratched up."

Oh no. Just throw it in like it is. That's my
e, and I got to wear it tonight."

"Havin a camp meetin, reverend?"

"Nope. A rally."

"What kind?"

"Ku Klux Klan."

They heaved the cross onto the truck bed and it

meed.

Neniesis

Nemesis? Yes!

Conceived in space

Spermed by nebular clouds

Born of finite causation,

To once again demise.

While in essence

Every existent pulse

Is coveted,

For in its matrix, BEING prepares

To undam pansophism.

Thunder turbulence

Through the chasms of the mind
Engage dialogue in yourself

Divorce me of triteness, and
Take me for what I AM.

Into time you brought me.
Into time till you demise.

Intelligence has no maxim:
Your infinituie, my finitcness.

Your question, my answer.

Charles Gibbons

"I'm quite sure I saw it," said Mr. Pulaski. "Just

as plain as day it was. Come with me, and I'll show

it to you." The two men started walking. "You

know on Gull Street where they're building that new

bank, well, that's where it is, right on the fence the

construction company put up."

Both the gentlemen made their way down sev-

eral side streets, past various shops and stores, until

they came to a rather busy avenue. They walked a

short distance and finally joined a crowd of people

that had gathered on the sidewalk. Most of the num-

ber present were engrossed in an intense study of

a rather large, bright blue polka-dot that was situ-

ated on the fence.

"It's a communist plot," exclaimed an old woman

who was poking at it with her umbrella.

"No," gasped another, "It's a sign! The end of

the world is coming."

"Nonsense," cried a man with a newspaper folded

under his arm, "It's definitely some sort of com-

munication from another planet."

After three hours of deliberation as to what could

have caused the blue polka-dot, the crowd dispersed.

Each person went to his own home having firmly

set in his mind the nature of the bright blue polka-dot.

Much later that evening, after everyone had re-

tired for the night, a very ordinary man in a very

ordinary business suit walked down Gull Street

toward the site of that afternoon's activity. At his

side he carried an attache case. He reached the spot

where the blue polka-dot was located, and stopped.

He looked about the street and then stepped cautious-

ly up to the fence. Then peeling off the polka-dot and
folding it neatly, he put it carefully into the attache

case. The man disappeared down Gull Street.

The next morning, Mr. Pulaski, upon passing the

spot of the previous day's activity, didn't even notice

the dot was missing.
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